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1 Introduction

Fourier analysis allows one to measure the constituent frequencies of a signal. The proper-
ties of the recording dictate the properties of the analysis, so one should tackle an analysis
problem from one of two angles: (1) given a recording, what will be the properties of the
Fourier analysis, and (2) given a desired Fourier analysis, what should be the properties
of the recording.

Given a speci�c signal recording, its length and sampling rate dictate the frequency res-
olution and the maximum frequency of the Fourier analysis.

Conversely, given a speci�c Fourier analysis, its frequency resolution and maximum fre-
quency dictate the sampling rate and length of the signal.

2 Analysing a Given Recording

Let's say we have a signal recorded into a vector of 1000 samples, and the sampling rate
was 1000 Hz.

2.1 Properties

The subsequent Fourier analysis would have the following properties:

Nsamp = 1000

Fsamp = 10

Fmax = Fsamp × 2 = 20

δF =
Fsamp

Nsamp

=
10

1000
= 0.01
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2.2 Matlab Code

% Assume Sig is a vector containing the recording , and Fsamp is a scalar

% containing the sampling frequency.

% Work out the frequency resolution we're going to get.

dF = length(Sig) / Fsamp;

% Compute the Fourier Transform.

Spec1 = fft(Sig);

% Generate the labels for the X axis , which are the frequency values for

% the bins. The Y axis is the amount of energy at that frequency , and will

% increase as the length of the recording increases.

Xaxis = linspace( 0, Fsamp , length(Spec1 ));

% Cut off frequencies above the Nyquist rate.

Spec2 = Spec1( 1 : length(Spec1) / 2 );

% Obtain the resultant of the amplitude and phase.

Spec3 = abs( Spec2 );

% The valid range of the fft goes up to half the sampling rate.

Plotmax = int32(dF * (Fsamp /2));

plot( Xaxis (1: Plotmax), Spec3 (1: Plotmax) );

Note that the output of the fft() function contains a mirror image of the spectrum,
centred around the Nyquist rate (i.e. twice the sampling frequency). Since the values
above the Nyquist rate are redundant, we trim o� the last half of the Spec1 vector.

Also, because some of the frequency components of the signal may be in a di�erent phase
to each other, the fft() output consists of complex numbers (real + imaginary). This
means that the output may contain negative numbers. To compensate for these, we use
the abs() function, which returns the resultant magnitude without a sign.

For instance, the complex number 10−5i has a magnitude of 11.18. This can be depicted
thus:
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In Matlab:

>> abs(10 - 5i)
�� ��←↩

ans =

11.1803

2.3 Output

3 Generating a Signal for a Given Analysis

3.1 Properties

If we wanted to be able to discriminate between frequency components one-tenth of a
Hertz apart, and were interested in frequencies up to 50 Hz, we'd need a recording with
the following properties:

Fmax = 50

δF = 0.2

Fsamp = Fmax × 2 = 50× 2 = 100

Nsamp =
Fsamp

δF
=

100

0.2
= 500
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3.2 Matlab Code

% Three sine waves lasting for (at least) "min_duration" seconds. NOTE: The

% program will generate a longer recording if required , according to the

% ratio of the sampling frequency and the fft 's frequency -resolution.

min_duration = 4;

% 10 Hz with a pk-pk amplitude of 6

F1 = 10;

A1 = 8;

% 25 Hz with a pk-pk amplitude of 80

F2 = 25;

A2 = 50;

% 110 Hz with a pk-pk amplitude of 30

F3 = 110;

A3 = 30;

% Work out which is the highest frequency;

Fmax = F1;

if F2 > F1

Fmax = F2;

end

if F3 > F2

Fmax = F3;

end

% Sampling rate must be at least 2x frequency (i.e. 2 samples per cycle).

% Use 20 samples per cycle

samps_per_cycle = 10;

Fsamp = samps_per_cycle * Fmax;

% Frequency resolution shall be better than 1Hz.

min_dF = 1;

% Minimum number of samples = sampling frequency / required resolution.

min_samps = Fsamp / min_dF;

% Time duration of recording. Make it at least "min_duration" seconds.

if min_samps < Fsamp * min_duration

num_samps = Fsamp * min_duration;

else

num_samps = min_samps;

end

T_s = num_samps / Fsamp;

% If we changed (increased) the length of the recording , then the frequency

% resolution will have changed accordingly. Note that Fsamp has already

% been set.

actual_dF = num_samps / Fsamp;

% Generate first signal.

Sig1 = sin( linspace( 0, 2*pi * F1 * T_s , num_samps ) ) * A1;

Sig2 = sin( linspace( 0, 2*pi * F2 * T_s , num_samps ) ) * A2;

Sig3 = sin( linspace( 0, 2*pi * F3 * T_s , num_samps ) ) * A3;

% Combine the three sine waves into a single signal.

Sig = Sig1 ' + Sig2 ' + Sig3 ';
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3.3 Output
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